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Environmental Economics – Lecture 3

Emission control: Instruments

Florian K. Diekert January 31, 2013

Perman et al (2011) ch 5.8, 5.11-14, & ch 6
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Review last lecture

1. Benefits and damages from emissions

I The emission target should be set such that the aggregate
marginal benefit from emission equals the aggregate marginal
damage from emission.

2. The efficient level of emissions

I Equivalently, the marginal abatement costs should equal the
total willingness to pay for a marginal improvement of
environmental quality
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Preview this lecture

1. Different types of pollution problems

2. Criteria for choosing emission control instruments

3. Voluntary approaches

4. Command-and-control measures

5. Incentive-based instruments
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Different types of pollution problems

I In the model so far, environmental quality was impacted
directly by emissions and there was no time dimension:
The ”static flow pollution” model

I Often, emissions accumulate to form a stock of some stock A
of a harmful substance. Damages are then a function of A.

(a) If the stock dissolves quickly, no need to take time into
account: “short-lived stock pollutant”

(b) If the stock dissolves slowly: explicit dynamic modeling
necessary: “long-lived stock pollutant” (Lecture 7)

I Even in case (a), the distinction between stock and flow may
matter when:

I space matters
I there are non-convexities in the damage function
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Different types of pollution problems

Short-lived stock pollutants: Are emissions “uniformly mixing”?

I If yes, model stock as A = kM

I If not, damages depend on relative position of the J “sources”
and I “receptors”. Model stock as AI×1 = DI×JMJ×1

I Objective is now: maxNB =
∑

i Bi (mi )−
∑

j Dj(Aj)x

I Efficiency condition is: B ′i (mi ) =
∑

j D
′
j (Aj)dji
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Discussion: Where to put a waste treatment plant?
28.01.13 20:49Google Maps

Page 1 of 1http://maps.google.de/?ie=UTF8&ll=59.895826,10.771408&spn=0.…342,0.712738&t=m&z=11&vpsrc=6&ei=vtUGUa_LJo_44QTW8oDIDA&pw=2
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Criteria for choosing emission control instruments
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Criteria for choosing emission control instruments

I The use of cost-effective instruments is a prerequisite for
achieving an economically efficient allocation of resources.

I Least-cost theorem: a necessary condition for abatement at
least cost is that the marginal cost of abatement is equalized
over all polluting firms. (equimarginal principle)

I ...Math on blackboard, see Perman et al Appendix 6.1 (online)
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Voluntary approaches

Figure: http://www.safeworkers.co.uk

http://www.safeworkers.co.uk
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Voluntary approaches

Bargaining

I Recall Coase (1960) on property rights and transaction costs

I Bargaining may lead to some abatement as every consumer is
willing to pay up something to avoid emissions...

I ...but not enough to reach the social optimum → E is a
public good → free-rider problem

Liability [watch out, change of mindframe]

I Both “strict-” and “negligence liability” incentivize the
efficient level of precautionary behavior

I Problems:
I Lead to moral hazard (from consumers)
I Harm may be public
I Expected value of harm may be unbounded
I Firms may not be risk-neutral
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Command-and-control measures

Figure: http://www.airforce.com/careers/detail/command-and-control-officer

http://www.airforce.com/careers/detail/command-and-control-officer
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Command-and-control measures

Instrument category Description 
 
Command and control 
instruments 
Input controls over quantity and/or mix of 

inputs 

Requirements to use particular inputs, or 

prohibitions/restrictions on use of others 

Technology controls Requirements to use particular methods or 

standards 

Output quotas or prohibitions Non-transferable ceilings on product 

outputs 

Emissions licences Non-transferable ceilings on emission 

quantities 

Location controls (zoning, planning 

controls, relocation) 

Regulations relating to admissible location 

of activities 

Figure: Excerpt of Table 6.2 from Perman
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Command-and-control measures

Emission cap m will, in general, not be cost-effective (CE).

I If the cap is not binding, no change of firm emissions

I If firms have different fi (m) but face the same cap m,
equimarginal principle will not hold

I If regulator has full knowledge of each fi (m) and D ′(M),
firm-specific cap mi can be set: CE and Pareto-optimality
(PO)

I If regulator has full knowledge of each fi (m) but does not
know D ′(M), firm-specific cap can be set: CE but not PO
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Incentive-based instruments

Figure: “Cap and trade is the bling bling of corruption”
http://theagecases.blogspot.no/2010/11/case-182-cap-and-trade.html

http://theagecases.blogspot.no/2010/11/case-182-cap-and-trade.html
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Incentive-based instruments

Cap-and-Trade aka Marketable permits:

I Suppose a total emission quota M is set by the regulator, and
each firm is allocated a part of it. When firms have the right
to buy or sell their permit, their problem is to maximize:

π(m) = f (m)− b − p(m −m)

I The corresponding FOC is f ′(m) = p which can be interpreted
as the firm’s demand function. p reveals info about f ′(m).

I By setting M = M∗, the regulator achieves PO and CE.

I Although the initial allocation of m does not matter for
efficiency, it does have distributional consequences.

I Further problems are thin markets and emission leakage.
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Review this lecture

1. Different types of pollution problems

2. Criteria for choosing emission control instruments

3. Voluntary approaches

4. Command-and-control measures

5. Incentive-based instruments
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Preview next lecture

Emission control: Instruments Perman et al (2011) ch 6

1. Undifferentiated vs differentiated taxes

2. Taxes and subsidies

3. Double dividend hypothesis


